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Abstract
The necessity of availability of compressors, which press 
multi-row codes (MRC) into one, consisting in digital filters, 
is illustrated. Variations of MRC compressing are considered: 
standard operational Wallas' and Santoro’s elements. We have 
also developed three-operand adder with parallel carry with 
special Glasser’s coding (MGA). MGA advantage for 
compressing three rank codes is demonstrated.

1. Introduction
Digital signal processing (DSP) encloses a wide spectrum of 
practical applications: digital filtration, recognition and coding 
of speech, digital phonics, image processing, fast Fourie 
transformation and others. Both in these and other cases DSP 
have common features: big volume of calculations and real-
time working. That’s why the speed of sampled data 
processing in many cases is a determinative factor of DSP. In 
its turn, this speed is determined by time Та of arithmetical 
operations performing, this time having be greatly less than 
total delay time Тd, Та<<Тd.

The signal processors TMS320 (Texas Instruments) type, 
based on Harvard architecture (program memory and data 
memory, two separate buses – commands and data), 
pipelining for commands (up to 4 steps), matrix multiplier, 
are mostly used for hardware implementation of DSP. In most 
cases these features allow to implement DSP with high 
productivity. However, the requirements for digital filters 
high processing speed grow constantly, that’s why it is 
necessary to seek for new approaches of constructing fast 
arithmetic devices structures. It is the thing that determines 
the actualization of this paper. 

The most frequently used with operation at DSP, namely, 
digital filtration have been considered below.

2. Digital filter implementation
Let's consider digital filters (DF) with time implementation. 
Among these are filters with impulse characteristic, terminal 
(nonrecursive) and infinite (recursive) [1]. 

Nonrecursive filter is described by a following transfer 
function:
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where z is complex variable; am is weighting coefficient; N is 
number of counting.

The structure of nonrecursive filter (direct form) is
presented in Fig. 1. This structure includes the delay elements, 

multipliers and adder. The circuit technique questions of 
design of these elements are described in [2]. Parallel shift 
registers are used as delay elements. The multiplier is usually 
designed on matrix schema, which is the fastest.

Let's note that the multiplier can be simplified, because its 
coefficients ai are constant for a concrete filter. The adder can 
be implemented either as an accumulator or a compressor.

Recursive filter is described by the following transfer 
function:
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where Hi(z) is transfer function of i's unit of DF; k is number 
of unit.

In its turn, DF unit is described by the following form of 
transfer function:
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For recursive DF direct, canonical, cascade, parallel forms 
are mostly used. The structure of recursive filter (parallel
form) is presented in Fig. 2 and the structure of biquadratic 
block (canonic form) is presented in the Fig. 3. This block is 
universal of second-order block, that realizes transfer function 
of form (3). Let's mention that adding is accomplished in a 
complement code.

As far as the complexity of multi operand adder is
proportional to О(2n), it is expedient to use 2 adders with the 
half of summable operands each (Fig. 3) for design 
biquadratic block; besides, under such solution DF has twice 
less delay elements comparing with direct form 
implementation.

As a ladder-type filter structure is less sensible to
accuracy of coefficients realization, it is possible to resolve 
the coefficients into sum of small number of 2 powers. This 
will result in some accuracy decrease of their presentation but 
will greatly simplify a multiplier.
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3. Multi-row codes compressing
From analysis of DF structures (Fig.1-3) it is seen, that adders 
process a multitude of operands, each of which is a row of 
binary code. Then operand processing presents as multi-row 
codes (MRC) compressing. The model of MRC compressing 
is offered in [3]; as it is shown in this paper, main problem of 
such compressing is efficient carry organization.

Compressing of m rows for several steps up to two rows
(m-2) is mostly used. Then these rows are processing by two-
operand adder by parallel (look-ahead) carry (PCA).

3.1. Operational elements

Let’s consider operational elements (ОE) for pressing MRC. 
The most famous is single-digit Wallas' OE [2] for 
compressing 6-2 (Fig. 4а). In Santoro’s report [4] a single-
digit OE for compressing 4-2  (Fig . 4б) is described. 

Both OE use single-digit full adders (carry save adder −
CSA). The advantage of these OE is that carry organization
("leaking over" carry from one digit to another) in them is 
invariant with regard to the length of multi-row layer of 
codes. It is necessary to mention that Santoro’s OE is 
particular case of Wallas' OE. 

The advantage OE 4Σ3 (Fig. 5) is its ability to processes
simultaneously 3 code rows in 4 digits each. The lack of 
"leaking over" carry ability of such an OE is its disadvantage. 
The possibility of carry speeding-up in such an element is 
considered below.

OE that realizes preliminary pressing m-3 are also
considered in this paper. Then three operand adder can be 
used for further pressing 3-1. How to construct 6-3 
compressor out of CSA and 4-3 compressors is shown in   
Fig. 6. 

Let’s give a description of a single-digit 4-3 compressor. 
Its add output is determined by expression S=H4

1(1, 3), carry 
output to the following digit by expression C1=H4

2(2, 3), and 
carry output through digit by expression C2=H4

3(4). Here
H4

i(a, b,…) are symmetrical functions (SF);    a, b, … are SF 
working numbers. Function equals to value 1 if there 
will be a, b, … units exactly in the set of its input variables 
[5]. Transfer form notation in terms of SF to custom Boolean 
notation is simple:

S=x1⊕x2⊕x3⊕x4, 
C1=(x1⊕x2)(x3⊕x4)+(x1x2⊕x3x4), 
C2=x1x2x3x4,
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where x1, x2, x3, x4  are bits of input variables.

3.2. Effectiveness of MRC compressing
For estimating circuit quality let’s introduce the following 
terms: 

•••• coefficient of compressing k is equal to relation of 
initial rank to resulting rank; 

•••• effectiveness of compressing Е is determined by 
relation of coefficient of  compressing to circuit rank r.
Let’s consider the estimates of different codes compressing 
devices (compressors), using gates 2 AND-NOT as an 
element base, because custom and semicustom LSI are 
usually realized on them.

 Wallas' OE ( Fig. 4а) contains 4 full adders (CSA), three 
of which are connected in series. CSA realizes functions: 
Sum=(In1⊕ In2)⊕ In3; Carry= In1In2+ In1In3+ In2In3. 

To realise the sum function it is necessary to use 8 (2х4) 
gates; CSA delay equals Ts=6τ, where τ is gate delay. To 
realize the carry function it is necessary to use 6 gates (for 
simplicity let’s lacspose that inventor is also a gate); delay 
equals Tc=4τ. 

General hardware overhead of equipment for Wallas OE
equal VW=4(6+8)=56 gates, and overall delay equals 
Tw=3x6τ=18τ. Similarly estimates for compressor 4-2 
(Santoro OE − Fig. 4b) are computed.

These data are inserted in Table 1. Some m-3 type
compressors estimates, which are considered in this paper are 
also presented in the table. 

      Table1. Compressor parameters 
Compressor types CSA

(3-2)
4-2 4-3 5-3 6-2 6-3 7-3 8-2 14-3 

Gate  amount 14 28 35 49 56 63 127 84 317
Circuit rank  r 6 12 6 12 18 12 13 24 25
Coefficient of compressing k 1,5 2 1,33 1,67 3 2 2,33 4 4,67
Effectiveness of  compressing Е=k/r 0,25 0,17 0,22 0,14 0,17 0,17 0,18 0,17 0,19

When counting effectiveness one should have in mind, 
that there will be coefficient of compressing product in 
numerator and circuit rank in denominator. From the above 
said it follows that the numerator increases faster than the 
denominator, hence total effectiveness increases.

4. Glasser’s modified adder
Let’s consider in detail particular case of MRC compressing
– three-row code compressing. We have thoroughly studied 
three-operand adder with parallel carry which is organized in 
a similar way to a classical solution for two-operand adder 
NΣ2 [6, 7]. Its feature is double-bit non-positioned carry 
with special Glasser’s coding. Glasser’s adder modified by 
us (MGA) consists of set of four-digit (in prototype –
two-digit) cascades. Its a prototype structure is changed a 
little and it is constructed using symmetric Boolean functions 
apparatus [5]. 

It is shown in [7], that coupling between input and output
cascade carries, that consist of i ranks (OE on Fig. 5), can be 
presented by following type matrix
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where α, β are functions of clarity (transit), γ  are functions 
of "1" generation.

For a single-digit cascade (l is a digit number) expression
(4) becomes
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functions of generation and clarity for l's digit being 
substituted in W.

Having suggested and considered the expanded matrix of 
coupling between carries of cascades,
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let’s determine coupling matrix for i-digit cascade (i=2,3,...;  
for i=1 M~ 0  is diagonal unitary matrix) according to the 
recurrence formula

.~
1MWM ii −×= (7)

Formula (7) solves a problem of coupling determination
between output carries functions of MGA i-digit cascade and
its input carries.

MGA structure with parallel carry (the 1-st stage look-
ahead carry) is presented in Fig. 7. Here 1р..4р are bitwise 
blocks, that combine auxiliary function blocks (AFB) and 
sum blocks (SB); М1..М4 are functional matrix blocks, in 
which values of carries into the next digit are computed by 
formula (7).  

AFB produces meanings for four clarity and two “1” 
generation functions on the basis of just total single-digit
items weight (TIW); these function (p=6) meanings go into 
corresponding blocks M. SB produces values for bitwise sum 
functions on the basis of both TIW and two input meanings 
for SB carries. These carries are formed in blocks M; the 
carries are non-positioned and have the same weight that 
items have. Generation and clarity (GC) function meanings 
are produced simultaneously for all digits, that’s why bitwise 
sum functions are also computed simultaneously (with some 
delay relatively to carry).
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This solution is summarized easily to cascade couplings, 
because look-ahead carry scheme (LACS) of the 2-nd stage 
and its description (matrix form) are similar to the 1-st stage 
LACS and its description. Six group GC function meanings 
and two carry bits, which come to the 1-st SB of the next 
cascade, are the output bits of presented the 1-st stage LACS. 
Besides, the 1-st stage LACS forms in two carry bits to the  
2-nd, the 3-rd and the 4-th SB of the cascade under 
consideration. 4 sum bits are formed on the outputs of each 
cascade on basis of TIW and eight bits of input carry into the 
cascade.

The question of forming group GC functions is also 
solved in [7]. 

Let’s compare the offered solution with well-known two-
operand adder PCA [2]. Let’s assume that in both cases logic 
matrixes AND-OR with great values of coupling parameters 
are used. LACS is constructed to be l-staged; parallel carry 
inside a group of digits on basis of the GC functions being 
accomplished on the 1-st stage. Then, groups of digit of the 
1-st stage combine into groups of the 2-nd stage, LACS-2 is 
constructed over them, for which in LACS-1 functions, 
similar to GC are formed. Groups of l-stage are combined 
from (l-1) stage groups in a similar way; parallel carry is also 
performed inside of a new group (LACS l-th stage, or 
LACS-l)

So the delays of computing output carry meanings Тo.c.
in LACS-l is determined by expression 

Тo. c. = l Тcar. = l(ТGP + ТCS) = 2lτ, (8)

where l is stage number, Тcar. is carry computing delay in 
LACS;  ТGC is GC function computing delay; ТCS is 
combination circuit delay that computes carry by GC 
functions. 

Bitwise sums Si are computed according to expression

Si =S'i⊕Ci-1 ⊕C'i-1,         (9)

where S'i is partial sum of i-th rank; Ci-1, C'i-1 are carries 
from (i-1)-th digit.

Bitwise sum meaning computing delay Тsum is 
determined by expression

Тsum = Тo c. + τ = (2 l + 1)τ. (10)

5. Discussion
It is not difficult to see that MGA and PCA adder

structures are similar, that’s why they have equal AND-OR
circuit rank amount. However, 2 ticks are required for 
adding three numbers on two-operand PCA. Since the sum 
and carry computing delay for MGA and PCA are equal 
MGA compresses three-row code twice faster.

The variant of three-operand sum realization by two-
staged schem is also considered in this paper. Single digit 
full adders (CSA) are used on the 1-st level, and PCA are 
used on the 2-nd level. It is shown, that from the viewpoint 
of speed the adders under consideration form the following 
line: PCA+PCA, CSA+PCA, MGA, and from the viewpoint 
of hardware overhead they form the following line:
CSA+PCA, PCA+PCA, MGA.

6. Conclusions
High-speed carry structural circuit for modified Glasser’s 
adder and description in a form of functional matrixes 
between its carries have been received for the first time. This 
completes (in addition to MGA designing method [6]) high-
speed compressor 3-1 constructing, that allows to previously 
accomplish m-3 compressing, and to apply NΣ3 adder. This 
speeds up compressing MRC.

Offered in [8] multi-operand adders designing technology 
requires to finish modeling and circuit implemented. Now it 
allows to describe various adder variants in a table form and 
the opportunity of time-complexity characteristics variation. 
Nevertheless, adders for DF can be already designed on its 
basis. 
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